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The End of Summer Part Two Richard and Rebecca asserted their relationship by moving in together.
Rebecca faces a new challenge with her interdependent daughter while Richard goes back to school seeking
a career in the notoriously risqué film industry. His teenage blood is boiling for a hot and flirtatious
classmate and she is doing her best to seduce him. While everybody in Richard and Rebecca's life is moving
in different directions, is it going to stay, just the two of them?
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From Reader Review The End of Summer: Part Two for online
ebook

Jen says

(accidentally deleted first review so had to re-post:)

Just the Two of Us continues the romance between Richard and Rebecca; A couple that's fun, sexy and real.
They have a great dynamic and instant chemistry from their first meeting in "End of Summer". I enjoyed
seeing how their relationship progressed and the interaction between them. They have definitely become one
of my favorite book couples.

I absolutely loved this book! The first is my favorite, but this is a very close second. The book made me
laugh, cry, a little annoyed, and definitely very, very HOT under...well you know where. The ending made
my jaw drop and I can't wait to read the final installment of this series; just love when an author can take me
on an emotional rollercoaster.

"End of Summer" and "Once Upon a City" are must reads before reading Two of US. They are quick-hot-
reads, so download, you'll love them all.

Jen says

What can I say... I absolutely loved it. It's always hard for me when a favored series ends, but I'm delighted
not to have been disappointed. Smith wrapped up the finale in a beautiful bow for all his fans and I love the
fast-paced writing.

Once again we go through an emotional roller coaster with Richard. One minute I loved him and the next I
wanted to strangle him. I was aroused one chapter and crying the next. Gotta love it, it's the best!!

The final chapter is a nail-biter; it will have you at the edge of you're seat waiting to see what happens. And
you'll laugh and cry within the same. My favorite by far!

Warning: Just so you know, the love scenes are so damn hot I felt like I was on fire. Chapter 3 is exquisite
and delicious. So whatever you do, just be sure you read it in private, you might need a moment to compose
yourself...just saying, you've been warned... ;)

Now go read and enjoy!!

Jen says

I must say that this is definitely one of my favorite series, especially because it's written in the male point of
view. We don't get to see that very often in this genre, so I ate this one up like sweet goodness. This story is
real and raw, there's no excessive sugary hearts and flowers that make you roll your eyes. Don't get me
wrong, the romance is definitely in the story but it's real and believable. You can definitely see the things the



couple goes through possibly happening in a real life relationship.

I think the perfect way to describe the love between the two main characters, Richard and Rebecca, is that it's
an unconventional romance, that's hot and sexy and frankly, made me a little jealous. They definitely know
how to have some fun. I truly enjoyed seeing how their relationship progressed throughout the books, with
all their ups/downs and seeing how naturally sweet and tender they were with each other. I must admit, I
have a little crush on Richard myself now. You really do go through an emotional roller coaster with these
two characters and characters that surround them. Definitely reminding us that life is ever changing and
nothing is ever set in stone. As the author writes, "Life is not a one act play".

I have to mention Richard's mother, Edith. As much as I fell in love with Richard, I think she was my
favorite character of all. She's smart, funny and witty. And to be honest, I think she definitely steals the
show. Edith is fabulous and awesome. I won't say more about her, but read the books and you'll find out
why. Hopefully the author will write a spin off based on her character, she's the best. Hint...hint, Mr. Smith.

Of course, it goes without saying that the love scenes in ALL these books are absolutely H-O-T...hot, steamy
and delish!!!!!! I must warn you, you might want to take a little private time when reading. You might be in
need of a cold shower; it is erotica after all. Mmmm...mmmm...mmmmm GOOD! :)

Have yourself some hot and steamy fun and download this series, trust me, you will not regret it. ;-)


